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Abstract

Monte Carlo Tree Search has been shown to be a well-performing approach for
decision problems such as board games and Atari games, but relies on heuristic
design decisions that are non-adaptive and not necessarily optimal for all problems.
Learned policies and value functions can augment MCTS by leveraging the state
information at the nodes in the search tree. However, these learned functions do not
take the search tree structure into account and can be sensitive to value estimation
errors. In this paper1, we propose a new method that, using Reinforcement Learning,
learns how to expand the search tree and make decisions using Graph Neural
Networks. This enables the policy to fully leverage the search tree and learn how
to search based on the specific problem. Firstly, we show in an environment where
state information is limited that the policy is able to leverage information from the
search tree. Concluding, we find that the method outperforms popular baselines on
two diverse and problems known to require planning: Sokoban and the Travelling
salesman problem.

1 Introduction

Planning in complex decision problems with many states is an important and challenging area
of research, with applications to areas such as routing [16] and game playing [28][26]. Without
planning, model free methods can require very large training budgets to learn a policy (mapping
states to distributions over actions) that leads to high reward, particularly when the problem is
non-Markovian.

Planning can make policies a lot more effective by explicitly looking ahead of the current state. This
can improve performance as there is more information to support decision making (future states and
rewards). Theoretically the current state should be sufficient for acting optimally, however this can
practically be a difficult function to learn. The downside to planning is that it costs time, often when
we need it the most (when the policy is being executed). Thus, methods that are parsimonious with
the amount of planning performed are desirable.

A popular method of planning is Monte Carlo Tree Search. This method consists of forming a search
tree containing future states and rewards, while also iteratively updating expected rewards for all
node-action pairs in the tree to guide expansions. MCTS only makes use of the reward information
and visit counts in the tree. With appropriate reward scaling (UCB requires action values to be
between 0 and 1), MCTS performs well on many decision problems with otherwise no domain
knowledge. However, since it does not generalise between states, it tends to be inefficient for larger
problems and requires tree search with a high budget. This prevents its use in domains where compute
at execution time is limited compared to the problem size.
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MCTS has been made more efficient through the use of policy and value functions [3] [28]. By
leveraging the state information at nodes in the search tree, these functions generalize to unseen
states without needing to expand the tree as extensively. However, adding learnt components to
MCTS in a heuristic manner adds some additional problems. Firstly, it can be difficult to balance
trading off the various components of the algorithm; the optimal hyperparameters controlling this
trade-off are game dependent. Secondly, using the value function to evaluate off-policy states leads
to bias and needs correction [11]. Such methods are usually designed in a way that they act as a
policy improvement operator for the model free policy. However, this is usually suboptimal when we
care about maximising performance for a given search budget. Other methods such as performing
policy gradient updates at test time [16] likewise are not optimized for a particular budget and usually
require long rollouts.

Instead of evaluating search trees in a heuristic manner, we design a policy capable of mapping search
trees directly to a distribution over actions. This policy can then be trained using Reinforcement
Learning to maximize reward for a given search budget. Some advantages of this method include
that it can be trained with any search budget. It also overcomes the problem of evaluating off-policy
states, by training directly how to use these states, even though we are unlikely to ever reach this
state outside of searching. We first demonstrate a parametrised Graph Network policy can be trained
in a stable manner using Reinforcement Learning to plan, on a problem designed for planning to
be necessary. In particular, we show this policy can generalise to budgets not seen at training and
continues to scale in performance for budgets larger than the maximum budget trained on. Then we
show on two diverse problems known to require planning, Sokoban and the Travelling Salesman
Problem, the parameterized Graph Network can outperform popular baselines with similar search
budgets.

2 Background

In this section, we first cover Markov Decision Processes and Search within them. We note that
search can be represented using graphs and then introduce Graph Networks [5], a framework for
representing functions on graphs. With these elements in place, we discuss how popular search
methods can be represented with Graph Networks.

2.1 Markov Decision Processes

The problems tackled in this work can be approximated as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs). An
MDP can be represented by the tuple (S,A, ρ, r, γ), where S is the set of available states, A is the set
of available actions, ρ is the transition function, r is the reward function and γ is the discount factor.

A stochastic policy that can be used to take actions in an MDP can be defined as π : S ×A → [0, 1].
An associated function is the expected discounted sum of rewards of a policy when acting in a
particular MDP.

n(π) = Es0,a0,s1...

t=n∑
t=0

γtr(st). (1)

Our focus is on finding a policy π∗ from the set of realizable policies Π such that the associated
n(π∗) is maximized:

π∗ = argmax
π∈Π

n(π). (2)

This policy can then be used to make decisions in the MDP in order to maximise the reward function
of interest.

2.2 Search in MDPs

Tree Search is an approach where before taking an irreversible action in an MDP, a tree containing
future actions, states and rewards is constructed. This tree provides more information which can be
utilized for selecting the most promising action. In some cases the true MDP model is available, and
therefore the tree (containing future states and rewards given certain actions) has no error and can be
relied upon [28][16]. In other cases this tree can be estimated using a learnt MDP model [26] but
will likely contain errors, making planning more difficult. In this paper, we focus on the case where
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the model is given in order to isolate the impact of how we leverage tree information. We define an
associated maximum budget with search that is the number of MDP transitions used to expand the
search tree.

2.3 Graph Networks

Search trees formed by planning in MDPs can be represented using graphs. Planning algorithms
are then functions that process this graph in some way. Graph Networks [5] is a framework that
accommodates many popular functions for processing graphs. A Graph Network block defines a set
of functions which describe the computations for processing a graph and outputting a new graph.

2.3.1 Graphs

We can represent labelled directed graphs with the tuple G = (u, V,E). V represents the set of
nodes in the graph, each node can contain node specific features. E is a set of directional edges with
associated edge features. Lastly, u represents any graph level features.

2.3.2 Graph Network Block

A Graph Network block (GN block) is composed of six functions: three update functions and three
aggregation functions. Not all common graph network functions utilize all of these functions. The
first three equations (ϕe,ϕv ,ϕu) show the update functions for edges, nodes, graph respectively. The
last three equations contain the aggregation functions for local edges, global edges and global nodes.

e′k = ϕe(ek, vrk , vsk , u), v′i = ϕv(e′i, vi, u),

u′=ϕu(e′,v′,u), e′i = ρe→v(E′
i),

e′ = ρe→u(E′), v′ = ρv→u(V ′).

Nodes are notated as vi where i refers to the node id. Edges are notated as ek where k refers to the
edge id. Subscripts rk and sk refer to the node ids for the node receiving the message from ek and
the node sending the message, respectively.

2.3.3 GN Block Computation

For the GN block to act as a graph to graph function, each of the 6 functions is in turn triggered,
progressively updating node, edge and graph embeddings. This starts with all edge embeddings being
updated, the local edge aggregation function being determined for each node, followed by each node
being updated using the aggregation of incoming messages. Then the remaining two aggregation
functions are used to update 2 graph level variables that represent nodes and edges (v′, e′). The full
algorithm for updating a graph representation using a GN block is included in Appendix A.

2.4 Planning Methods as Graph Networks

2.4.1 Search Tree Graph Representation

When performing search in a state we can represent the current search state using a graph as shown in
Figure 1. The initial state where search begins takes root node placement, and then any actions from
this state induce an edge between this state and the successor state. Nodes in this graph have a state
feature which corresponds to the raw state representation vis . Edges are directional from successor
node to predecessor node, since the value of a state is determined by its children nodes (Bellman
equation). Edges have the following features, the action taken eja = a, the reward received ejr = r
and optionally we could add a terminal feature ejt = t indicating if the environment terminates
following this action. Note, even if the state representation is the same for two nodes, both nodes are
separately added to a tree. In deterministic environments, each node is connected to a maximum of
one child node through an edge feature of a particular action.

2.4.2 GN Block Sequential Computation

In trees, since no cycles can occur, instead of updating all the nodes at each iteration, we can instead
start with the lowest nodes in the tree, working up to the highest. The ordering in which nodes are
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Figure 1: Search state as a graph

required to be updated is specified by a topological sort [22] where all dependencies of a node appear
before it in the list. TreeLSTM [29] is an example of a model that processes graphs in this way. See
Appendix A for the sequential GN block computation algorithm for trees.

2.4.3 Planning Algorithms

Popular Tree Search algorithms such as MCTS, Alpha Zero [28] and Policy Gradient Search [2] [16]
can be represented using Graph Networks with the GN block computation performed sequentially
(see Appendix A). This is then followed by a readout upon a subset of the graph nodes. Several
possible choices of readout functions are possible [8].

3 Parameterized Graph Network for Planning

Current planning algorithms are heuristic Graph Networks. By fully parameterizing a Graph Network
we can in principle train it to outperform these heuristics and tailor planning for specific problems.

In this section, we detail our method for parametrizing a Graph Network based policy that can be
trained to make decisions on search trees. We discuss important details regarding how this policy is
trained and implemented.

We parameterize our Graph Network with neural networks, forming a Graph Neural Network (GNN)
[34]. This GNN is used to update the graph such that node embeddings contain information about
the subtrees of states following them. This information can then be leveraged by a policy and value
readout function.

3.1 Architecture

3.1.1 Parameterized Graph Network

In the Background section, we detailed the general equations that form a GN block. Here, we specify
the parameterized equations we use in this paper for updating search trees. Specifically, we define
neural versions of the edge update function, edge aggregation function and the node update function
as

ϕe(ek,vrk ,vsk ,u) = GRU(fm(fe(vsks
),ekr

,ekt
),vsk), (3)

c(ek) = LeakyReLU(fa(ek)), (4)

ρe→v(E′
i) =

∑
k:rk=i

e′k
ec(e

′
k)∑

k:rk=i e
c(e′k)

, (5)

ϕv(e
′

i, vi, u) = e′i, (6)

where fm, fe, fa all represent neural network layers (see Appendix B). Note that vsks
refers to the

state feature of the sender node and ekr
,ekt

are the reward and terminal features of ek respectively.
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For edge aggregation, an attention mechanism was used motivated by the Bellman optimality equation,
suggesting it is useful to ignore certain edge information when predicting the value of a node using
a subtree. A Gated Recurrent Unit [9] was used for the message passing function to reduce the
vanishing gradient problem which can happen when propagating messages from lower parts of the
tree to the root node [20].

3.1.2 Readout Equations

Once the Graph Network is used to update the node embeddings in the graph, to evaluate the actions
at the root node and to predict the value of the current state we use the following readout functions.

Vt(vi) = fv(GRU(fmv
(fev (vis), 0, 0), vi)), (7)

c(a, i) = m(a)fr1(en(a,vi)) + (1−m(a))fr2(vis , a), (8)

π(a|vi) =
ec(a,i)∑

a∈A ec(a,i)
, (9)

with fmv
, fev , fv, fr1 , fr2 all representing neural network layers (See Appendix B). m is an indicator

for each action, determining whether there is an edge from this action to a future state (has it been
expanded). For actions without a message, we use the logits from an alternative policy operating
directly on states. n(a, vi) refers to the edge id corresponding to taking a from node vi.

The value function is used for advantage estimation when conducting PPO. It does not necessarily
need to also be a function of the entire tree, however, it is likely to be beneficial for estimating value,
so we leverage it. In this paper, we consider a value function and policy with separate parameters to
ensure stable learning, they could be in principle combined for efficiency.

3.2 Expansion

To expand the search tree, we follow the method used in MCTS and Alpha Zero. An exploration
policy is used to take actions, starting from the root node, continuing until the action taken results in
a new node being added to the search tree.

We can interpret Alpha Zero’s exploration policy as combining two different policies, one which can
make decisions on small trees (just the root state) and one which can make decisions on large search
trees based on value estimation. The problem here is that a trade-off needs to be determined for how
to switch from one to another. This is very hard to predict for each problem and leads to parameter
tuning, which can be inefficient for Reinforcement Learning, which is already computationally heavy.

We leverage the fact that the tree policy can make decisions on any size of tree and use this as part of
the expansion policy. Expanding by only following the policy limits exploration. We expand using a
heuristic that combines the tree policy with the exploration term from MCTS

πexp(a|vi) = πr(a|vi) + c

√∑
a∈A Ni

Ni + 1
(10)

in order to make expansion decisions. Ni is a statistic referring to the number of times that action i
has been taken from node v. While we could utilize a method that also learns the best way to search
such as in [15] [17] in this paper we keep the expansion heuristic and focus on learning to process the
final tree in the best way possible.

In MCTSnets [15], Guez et al. learn to search using supervised learning, but find that using the
trained model free policy to make expansions instead of the policy trained to search has little effect
on the performance of the final policy. This suggests that with a reasonable expansion policy, most
gains come from having a good tree function, therefore learning this is the sole focus of this paper.
Note that trees can be reused between consecutive planning steps for efficiency. However, in order to
keep the tree distribution the same ensuring stable learning (early states will have trees with fewer
nodes) here we do not make use of previous search trees although it would be desirable for efficiency
reasons.

3.3 Enforcing Generalization

While in principle the GNN block and readout functions can be used to make decisions on any size
of tree, if we train it on one size of tree there is no guarantee that there will be any generalization
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to different sizes or shapes of trees. Generalization is important firstly as it means users can select
the budget they want at test time. Secondly, the tree policy can be used as part of the expansion
policy, which by definition is making decisions on smaller trees and so needs to generalize in order
to make good expansion decisions. We consider two methods of enforcing generalisation during
training. The first refered to as GNN Dropout utilises dropout on the message passing framework,
with the idea of training the policy to not over rely on messages and to learn to make good predictions
with less information. This does however result in off-policy updates, which can be unstable if
the dropout policy is significantly different from the full GNN policy. Secondly, for the method
we refer to as GNN, we simply consider training the tree based model on varying budgets. Each
episode is generated using a fixed budget, this is to reduce variance added by the uncertainty of what
budgets were used later in the episode, which could have a large impact on expected reward. We
then introduce a budget conditional value function, which is important as the model likely will have
different expected rewards when using different budgets.

3.4 Training

We use Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [27] to train the tree policy. Each epoch 5000 tree action
pairs are collected, the tree policy and tree value function are then updated. Two versions of the GNN
policy were tested, GNN and GNN dropout (See Appendix C.2 for full training details).

3.5 Implementation

This project was implemented using Pytorch [24] along with Open AI Gym [7] for each environment
model. Deep Graph Library [32] was used to store expanded search trees and implement Graph
Networks. Experiments were run on a machine with an NVIDIA GeForce 1080Ti GPU and Intel
Xeon E5-2630 v3 CPU.

4 Experiments

We test the performance of our GNN policy on three diverse environments. The parameters for
training with PPO are kept constant throughout each of the experiments. We compare our method to
two heuristic planning algorithms, MCTS and an Alpha Zero style method (see Appendix C.3 for
implementation details), along with a model free policy that performs no planning. All methods are
trained for two seeds 1001 and 1002 with the average performance on a test set of problems evaluated
every epoch. For MCTS since low budgets perform very poorly we show performance for a budget
of 20 and the performance for a budget that gets close to the best method on that environment. See
Appendix C.2 for details regarding training of the GNN policy and specific hyperparameters.

4.1 Cartpole

In order to clearly demonstrate the ability for the GNN to leverage search trees, we adapt a simple
problem (Cartpole) such that information at each state is limited (using noise). This then encourages
planning since many states do not contain enough information in order to reliably make the optimal
action. By adding noise we are simulating how in complex planning problems, learning on states can
be difficult, particularly without the right inductive biases. This problem guarantees that planning is
important, and therefore is a useful initial problem to understand the capabilities of the GNN and
the stability of training it using Reinforcement Learning. We investigate 3 levels of Gaussian noise
for our algorithm and baselines, with σ = 0 being easy to learn a model free policy, σ = 10 being
practically difficult for a model free policy to learn anything and σ = 2 representing a mid-point
between these.

4.2 Sokoban

Sokoban [25] is a problem which planning is known to be useful and has frequently been used
as a domain for comparing planning methods. It consists of an agent in a grid world with the
goal of pushing boxes onto goal squares. Planning is often required as moves can have long term
consequences, such as making the problem unsolvable. We test on small problems in 7x7 grids with
2 boxes (See Appendix C.1).
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(a) Cartpole σ = 0 (b) Cartpole σ = 2 (c) Cartpole σ = 10

Figure 2: Cartpole Experiments, lines in the same color show each model trained with different
random seeds

4.3 Travelling Salesman Problem

Lastly, we test methods on instances of the Travelling Salesman problem to demonstrate the applica-
bility of our model combinatorial problems. We demonstrate our method on TSP of size 10 to keep
training budgets feasible. Without inductive biases, it is very difficult for state based policies to learn
anything, and so we train using an encoder-decoder architecture [19] (See Appendix C.1).

5 Results

For all experiments, we train all models twice with 2 different seeds. Graphs then show two lines for
each model, each referring to a different seed.

5.1 Cartpole

Figures 2a, 2b and 2c show the results for training on Cartpole with varying levels of noise. We
see that for Cartpole with no noise, all methods converge fairly quickly to solving most instances.
Alpha Zero is the most stable of the methods, with the GNN method performing slightly worse. Once
noise is introduced in Figure 2b we see all baselines performance drop significantly, model free
method understandably drops however we also see Alpha Zero significantly suffers. This is likely
due to Alpha Zero equally weighting value estimates of nodes in subtrees, which isn’t good when our
confidence of value may change significantly depending on the state. MCTS does not change as it
does not make use of state information. Figure 2c shows the robustness of the GNN policy, where a
very large amount of noise makes state information difficult to leverage at all. This shows the GNN
policy can leverage only rewards if need be. This demonstrates the GNN policy can adapt depending
on the specific problem as to what information needs to be leveraged. We also see that the GNN
policy consistently can achieve the same performance as MCTS with much lower budgets.

5.2 Practical Planning Problems

5.2.1 Sokoban

The results for the Sokoban experiments are shown in Figure 3a. We see that on an epoch basis,
both GNN policies outperform other methods. However, the performance gap to model free is not
particularly large. One of the reasons for this gap might be that the GNN performance with budget 0
is fairly weak (See Appendix D). Good expansions of the search tree are critical for constructing a
useful tree, and this is likely limiting the performance of the GNN policy. This further highlights the
importance of generalisation and suggests that for some problems more compute should perhaps be
allocated to training the GNN on smaller budgets relative to larger budgets.

5.2.2 Travelling Salesman Problem

For the travelling salesman problem, we see that both GNN policies strongly outperform the model
free policy. The GNN Dropout model also significantly outperforms Alpha Zero. In contrast to
Sokoban this is likely down to the successful training of the GNN on budget 0 which also outperforms
Alpha Zero (See Appendix D) showing the off-policy Reinforcement Learning updates can be very
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(a) Sokoban (b) Travelling Salesman Problem

Figure 3: Experiments for Sokoban and the Travelling Salesman Problem, lines in the same color
show each model trained with different random seeds

effective for enforcing generalisation in some problems. MCTS is very inefficient on the TSP, and it
takes around a budget of 2000 to match Alpha Zero.

6 Related Work

6.1 Heuristic Search Methods with Learnt Components

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [10], inspired by the UCB algorithm [4], is a widely applied
method to Markov Decision Processes. All computation is done at test time by accumulating rewards
received in the tree and using them to inform future expansions and ultimately a final output. More
recently, MCTS has been adapted in [3] and in Alpha Zero [28] by integrating learnt components
through a model free policy and a value function that makes search orders of magnitude more efficient.
This method has been successfully applied to complex domains with high branching factors, such
as Chess and Go. MuZero [26] extends Alpha Zero by not requiring a model of the environment to
make expansions, by in parallel learning a model of the environment which is then used for planning.
To avoid the need for a search tree to be stored at all, [2] [13] perform planning by updating a policy
using policy gradient updates after sampling trajectories. TreeQN and ATreeC [12] introduce an
inductive bias into a policy by training a model to expand a search tree in a breadth first like way and
then enforce a structure on how the value function should behave. BCTS [11], like Alpha Zero, uses
value functions to evaluate a tree but introduces a correction for the problem of poor value estimates
for off policy trajectories. In Value Prediction network [21] a subset of actions are simulated to a
specific depth, with the resulting tree evaluated by weighting the value function estimates of the nodes
in the tree using a heuristic function. While able to deliver strong performance in some domains, each
of these methods, due to their heuristic nature, are unlikely to work well in all domains. Methods that
rely on using value functions to evaluate search trees suffer from problems such as off-policy node
bias [11]. Evaluating subtrees using mean value [3] [28] can be susceptible to outlier errors. Lastly,
in some domains (such as TSP) it appears that value functions can be difficult to learn [19] and so
methods that rely on using this for policy improvement are unlikely to be stable. These downsides
have led to a branch of work that focuses on learning to search instead of relying on crafted heuristics.

6.2 Learnt Search Methods

I2A [33] construct a very particular type of search tree by rolling out a single trajectory for a fixed
depth for every action and using an LSTM to encode trajectories, training this using policy gradients.
This can be viewed as a specific instance of our method with a very particular exploration function.
While it is suitable for problems with small action spaces, this would be very inefficient for large
action spaces. MCTSnets [15] train a parameterized graph network to process a more traditional
tree distribution like that seen in MCTS where actions can have multiple expansions. MCTSnets is
trained using supervised learning, showing in principle message passing architectures can learn to
process trees. However, it is not practical due to the requirement of strong targets beforehand. IBP
[23] makes use of imagined actions to build a history of future actions, which is then processed using
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an LSTM to make an improved final decision. The approach is trained using policy gradients and
experiments shown an increase of performance when forward-looking budgets are increased and tree
based search is used. Tasfi et al. [30] introduce Dynamic Planning Networks (DPN) which learn an
environment model that is used for planning where the objective is to maximize information before
making an action. Neither DPN nor IBP leverage the tree structure inherent in search trees in any
way, opting to encode planning using a recurrent architecture encoding future state progressively.

6.3 Graph Neural Network Architectures

Graph Neural Networks [34] is a growing area of research which tackles learning functions on graphs.
Applications of such architectures include predicting the chemical properties of molecules [14] and
solving graph based combinatorial problems [19] [6]. Such architectures can also be applied to trees
with small changes. TreeLSTMs [29] have been applied to semantic representations, while MCTSnets
process search trees in Sokoban using message passing neural networks. I2A processes very specific
trees where there are only single trajectories for each action, so no message aggregation is needed,
and each trajectory can simply be encoded using an LSTM [33].

6.4 Combining Learning and Search in Combinatorial Optimization

Combinatorial Optimization is an example of a domain where search is important for achieving strong
performance. There have been numerous approaches to applying Graph Neural networks to routing
problems [31][18], Kool et al [19] show that significant performance gains can be made through
adding very simple search methods to a GNN policy, such as stochastic rollouts and beam search to
improve performance. Methods similar to Alpha Zero have also been applied to TSP problems [1].
Policy Gradient Search was used in [16] to improve the performance of a model free policy at test
time for routing problems, making it efficient by only updating a small number of parameters at test
time.

7 Conclusion

Firstly, we frame existing planning methods as Graph Networks. These Graph Networks are heuris-
tically designed to make decisions on trees for planning problems. We introduce a parameterized
Graph Network which we show can be trained using Reinforcement Learning to perform planning
and to outperform existing Graph Network heuristics. We demonstrate that this model can be trained
on a wide range of environments with the parameters. When compared to baselines for the same
number of updates, the GNN policy outperforms other methods on Cartpole with Noise, Sokoban
and the Travelling Salesman problem.

We also show that the Graph Neural Network policy demonstrates generalisation to other search
budgets beyond what it was trained on. Performance is stable for budgets not seen during training,
and even improves when given budgets larger than those seen during training, a strong indication that
it has learnt a generalisable planning method and has not overfit to the large amount of information in
trees.

An important application that this work can be utilized in that was not explored in this paper was the
use of imperfect environment models for planning. Such models are difficult to plan with as they can
contain many mistakes and the optimal planning method is tied closely to how well the environment
model has trained, which may be unstable between seeds. The results of this paper suggest that
Graph Neural Networks may be a promising approach to learning how to leverage imperfect planning
trees. With a model with no predictive power, the GNN could learn to utilize only the root state, but
with better models it could learn to utilise the tree. Our experiments in noisy Cartpole demonstrate
that the GNN policy is capable of adapting based on the available information in the search tree
and so this could be an important application of this work. In conclusion, this paper highlights that
parameterized graph networks are a very promising method for learning to plan that can learn to
outperform heuristics at planning using Reinforcement Learning.
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